Three-dimensional (3D) simulations of electron beams propagating in high energy density (HED) plasmas using the quasi-static Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code QuickPIC demonstrate a significant increase in stopping power when beam electrons mutually interact via their wakes. Each beam electron excites a plasma wave wake of wavelength ∼ 2πc/ωpe, where c is the speed of light and ωpe is the background plasma frequency. We show that a discrete collection of electrons undergoes a beamplasma like instability caused by mutual particle-wake interactions that causes electrons to bunch in the beam, even for beam densities n b for which fluid theory breaks down. This bunching enhances the beam's stopping power, which we call "correlated stopping," and the effect increases with the "correlation number" N b ≡ n b (c/ωpe) 3 . For example, a beam of monoenergetic 9.7 MeV electrons with N b = 1/8, in a cold background plasma with ne = 10 26 cm −3 (450 g cm −3 DT), has a stopping power of 2.28 ± 0.04 times the single-electron value, which increases to 1220 ± 5 for N b = 64. The beam also experiences transverse filamentation, which eventually limits the stopping enhancement.
Energetic particle stopping power is a critical issue in many plasma physics contexts, including self-heating by fusion products, magnetic fusion devices, space plasmas, cancer therapy, and high energy density (HED) systems. We focus on the last, where energetic (nonthermal) charged particles are of interest for several reasons. Laser-plasma interactions, such as stimulated Raman scattering and two-plasmon decay, produce energetic electrons that alter energy coupling in an inertial fusion system. Ultra-intense short-pulse lasers can also produce energetic ions and relativistic electrons. An interesting application is the Fast Ignition (FI) approach to inertial fusion [1] , which motivates our choice of parameters. The important role of electron wakes in this work is also relevant to plasma-based particle accelerator research.
Most calculations of electron beam transport for MeV and higher particle energies in HED plasmas use a singleelectron stopping formula based on quantum electrodynamics (QED) and a classical collective dielectric response or wake (discussed below) [2, 3] :
(1) We use CGS units throughout. Energy loss per distance traveled s is to background electrons, and −e, m e , n e , and ω pe ≡ (4πn e e 2 /m e ) 1/2 are the electron charge, mass, number density, and plasma frequency respectively, and δ sk ≡ c/ω pe is the collisionless skin depth. We have omitted small non-logarithmic terms. The beam electron has charge e b (distinguished from −e to show correlation effects), mass m b , speed v and β = v/c, Lorentz factor γ = [1 − β 2 ] −1/2 , kinetic energy E = m e c 2 (γ − 1), and de Broglie wavelength λ db ≡ h/m e v. Eq. 1 applies for v background electron thermal speed, and Λ qm assumes
In this Letter, we closely examine how the stopping power of a collection of particles can be enhanced above the single-particle stopping, Eq. 1, due to "correlated stopping," in which the beam electrons mutually interact via their plasma wave wakes. In contrast to the "collective stopping" considered by others [4] , in which fluid beam-plasma instabilities lead to an increase in stopping power, correlated stopping is caused by discrete particlewake interactions. This can occur when the electron beam density n b is too low for a fluid description to strictly apply, such as in a FI target core. Collective stopping has been studied extensively for ion beam stopping [5] and for static beam electron configurations [6] [7] [8] . We present here the first 3D PIC simulations of dynamic correlated electron stopping in HED plasmas. We observe a consistent increase in stopping power beyond the singleparticle result with increasing "correlation number" N b defined as:
The second practical form is for electron beams produced by a short-pulse laser of wavelength λ with n c the laser critical density.
PIC method:
We examine the stopping power for finite-size relativistic electrons using the particle-incell (PIC) method. The standard PIC method can suffer from numericalČerenkov radiation as well as selfforces created by aliasing. NumericalČerenkov radiation arXiv:1910.07670v1 [physics.plasm-ph] 17 Oct 2019 [9, 10] , which is a common issue in finite-difference (FD) electromagnetic PIC codes, is caused by particles moving faster than light propagates on the mesh. Issues related to numericalČerenkov radiation are different than those that arise from the numericalČerenkov instability [11] . Aliasing can also lead to artificial self-fields on the particle, even for solvers with superluminal light waves or perfect dispersion solvers. These effects can increase the single-electron stopping power. New solvers developed for FD PIC codes may mitigate numericalČerenkov radiation [10, 12] and permit studies of correlated stopping in divergent beams in the future.
To circumvent these issues, we use the quasi-static PIC code QuickPIC [13, 14] . QuickPIC uses coordinates (x, y, ξ ≡ ct − z, s ≡ z), where z is the direction of beam propagation. The quasi-static approximation is ∂/∂s ∂/∂ξ, meaning the length-scale of variations of the beam or wake with s is much greater than the wake wavelength; i.e., the beam evolves on a time-scale much slower than it takes a beam particle to pass a plasma particle. This approximation decouples the wake calculation from the beam particle push, and allows much larger time-steps than fully electromagnetic codes. Radiative fields are not included in QuickPIC, and it has similarities to the Darwin approximation. QuickPIC sends a 2D plasma slice across the box in the ξ-direction at each s-step. We can therefore view ξ as the "time" after the box begins passing through a transverse plasma slice at position s.
The simulations use parameters relevant to an electron beam propagating through a fully-ionized deuteriumtritium (equal atomic fraction) plasma of 450 g cm −3 , where the background electron number density n e ≈ 10 26 cm −3 ; typical of the compressed fuel in FI designs. Under these conditions, if n b is the critical density n c ≈ 1.11 × 10 21 cm −3 for 1 µm light, then N b = 0.15. We primarily study monoenergetic beams with N b from 1/8 to 64 and momentum p z = 20m e c (E = 9.7 MeV). The energy, while larger than the ∼ 1 − 3 MeV in an optimal FI beam, is chosen to ensure the validity of the quasi-static approximation. For these conditions, ln Λ qm = 8.35.
For simplicity, the background simulation plasma is collisionless and cold (plasma electrons are initialized with zero initial velocity). When n e = 10 26 cm −3 , ω pe = 5.6 × 10 17 rad/s. The background electron-ion collision frequency, including Fermi degeneracy, is ν ≈ 7.46 × 10 −6 n e [(n e /2.05 × 10 22 ) 2p/3 + T p e ] −3/2p , p = 1.72, (n e in cm −3 , T e the electron temperature in eV, ν in s −1 ) [3] . At T e = 50 eV, ν/ω pe ≈ 0.27 and neglecting collisions is unrealistic, while at T e = 5 keV, ν/ω pe ≈ 0.0037 and the collisionless assumption is more feasible. The increased temperature will cause transverse spreading of the wake via diffraction [15] and will affect the motion of the beam particles via discrete particle thermal fluctuations. Despite these limitations, our work with a cold plasma provides significant insight into correlated stop-ping.
We set up an electron beam centered transversely in the box. We simulate two different beam sizes of 10δ sk × [1, 1, 8] and 40δ sk × [1, 1, 4] . The respective box sizes are 41.515δ sk × [1, 1, 2] and 83.03δ sk × [1, 1, 2], with 1024 × [1, 1, 2] and 2048 × [1, 1, 2] cells, respectively. Both sizes have cell width ∆ = 0.0405δ sk . There is one background electron per cell and, for both the beam and plasma, one PIC particle represents one physical particle, avoiding the enhanced stopping experienced by macro-particles (a PIC particle typically has a charge and mass of many electrons) [16] . The simulations use a window moving at c in the direction of beam propagationẑ. The transverse boundaries are conducting with specular reflection for the particles.
We perform simulations for four cases: 1) small, monoenergetic beam; immobile ions 2) same as 1) but mobile ions of charge +e and mass 1836.15m e 3) same as 1) but 1 MeV beam temperature in z (cold in transverse directions) 4) same as 1) but large beam All electrons in the monoenergetic beams are initialized with a momentum p z = 20m e c (E = 9.7 MeV). When the beam has a temperature in z, the electrons are initialized using a Jüttner distribution with T b = 1 MeV centered around p z = 20m e c. The assumption of no transverse temperature is unrealistic [17] . For each simulation case, we run with N b = 1/8, 1, 8, and 64 by varying n b and keeping n e = 10 26 cm −3 fixed. For example, when N b = 64, n b = 4.26 × 10 23 cm −3 . For each N b , we run eight simulations. For each run, the beam electrons are initially placed on a cubic lattice of spacing ∆ l = δ sk /N 1/3 b , then displaced in each Cartesian direction by a random distance chosen uniformly from [−∆ l /2, ∆ l /2).
2: Correlated stopping results: Fig. 1 shows the s-evolution of the stopping power enhancement averaged over eight runs for each N b and simulation type. We first find dγ/ds| P IC N , the stopping of one electron in a full, N -beam-electron simulation, by averaging over all beam electrons, up to 16,384,000 for N b = 64 in large-beam simulations, then average the eight results and find the standard deviation. The stopping enhancement
where dγ/ds| P IC 1 is the corresponding measured stopping power for one beam electron from QuickPIC. η P IC rapidly moves above unity in all cases and increases with N b , reaching a dramatic enhancement of ∼ 10 3 for N b = 64. For ease of comparison, Fig. 2 plots the peak values of η P IC from Fig. 1 vs. N b , along with that for N b = 1/64 in simulation case 4. We include a curve fit for case 4: η P IC = 1 + 10. We now estimate the enhancement of the physical, quantum-mechanical stopping power: η qm ≡ (dγ/ds| qm N )/(dγ/ds| qm 1 ). The single-particle stopping in QuickPIC dγ/ds| P IC 1 is well below the single-particle quantum result dγ/ds| qm 1 , as discussed in the supplement. Our simulations therefore do not indicate the correlated enhancement of this "missing stopping" dγ/ds| qm 1 − dγ/ds| P IC This lower bound still gives significant stopping enhance-ment, as shown in Fig. 1 by the discrete symbols. Fig. 1 clearly shows stopping power increasing with N b . The different simulation cases change the evolution of the stopping power for each N b . Mobile plasma ions make the least difference, as results with and without mobile ions are mostly indistinguishable. This small effect is explained by the relatively small ion density perturbation. For N b = 64, at s = 100δ sk -the tail of the beammax(δn i )/ max(δn e ) ≈ 0.025, which is negligible in this context.
In all cases except N b = 1/8, adding a 1 MeV beam temperature in z causes the stopping power to peak at approximately the same time as the monoenergetic beam but at a lower value, then remain below it thereafter. However, for N b = 1/8, the temperature causes the stopping power to peak earlier and at a higher level, then drop below that of the monoenergetic beam. This discrepancy may be a result of the small number of particles, 1,000 when N b = 1/8, and may disappear with a larger beam.
In the simulations using the large box, the stopping power reaches a higher peak level than that of monoenergetic beams in the small box in the cases of N b = 1/8, 1, and 8, and the stopping power remains above those of the smaller beams thereafter. In all three cases, the stopping power grows more rapidly early in s than for the smaller monoenergetic beams. For N b = 64, the largebox stopping power peaks later than for the small beam and stays above it until s ≈ 800δ sk . For N b = 1/8, the stopping enhancement in the large box is still near 2 at s = 3, 000δ sk , which may have a significant impact on applications like FI.
3. Beam-plasma-like instabilities and saturation: The stopping power in all cases initially increases due to fluid-like instabilities, then peaks and begins to decrease due to saturation. We say "fluid-like" because, for the parameters used here, the inter-particle spacing can be ∼ the wake wavelength 2πδ sk , and larger than the wake transverse radius δ sk , violating the continuum assumption of the fluid approximation. The uncertainties in Fig. 1 and the variation between runs in Fig. 3 illustrate the increasing effect of particle discreteness with decreasing N b . The spreading of a single-particle wake with increasing ξ, discussed in Ref. [18] , will also work to invalidate fluid results with decreasing N b . Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the fluid-like instabilities on a small monoenergetic beam with N b = 64 at s = 200δ sk . The beam contains regions of alternating bunching and spreading in all three dimensions, which is the primary source of the stopping enhancement. The stopping power in Eq. 1 scales as e 2 b /m b , so N beam electrons within δ sk of each other roughly act like a single particle with e b = −N e, m b = N m e , and e 2 b /m b = N e 2 /m e [8] . This bunching is caused by the alternating potential peaks and troughs in the particle wakes in the longitudinal direction and the corresponding transverse focusing fields. The longitudinal behavior is related to the fluid beam-plasma instability [19] , and the transverse behavior is related to the transverse selfmodulation instability [20] studied in plasma wakefield accelerators. As the particles begin to bunch, bunches tend to align in the logintudinal direction and merge in the transverse direction, with the transverse merging limited by beam size or filamentation. Due to constructive interference, the wakefields are largest at the tail of the beam, and the process occurs most rapidly there. The beam-plasma and transverse self-modulation instabilities have been studied extensively in the context of laser-plasma interactions [21] . Ref. [18] has detailed derivations of them, the former of which is generalizable to 1D fluid streaming instabilities. To briefly summarize, beam and plasma densities satisfy
with subscript j = (b, e) for (beam, background plasma) quantities, δn j is the density perturbation, k pj ≡ ω pj /c, and (ω pb , γ b ) are the beam (plasma frequency, Lorentz factor). We Fourier analyze with δn j ∝ exp[i(k ξ ξ − k s s)].
Recall that s and ξ are akin to time and space, so insta- bility entails Im[k s ] > 0 for real k ξ . The unstable modes satisfy
A large growth rate occurs for k ξ = k pe = 1/δ sk , which is strongly seeded by the wakes of individual beam electrons. The enhanced stopping experienced by a bunch in the beam ultimately causes it to propagate slower than the rest of the beam and phase-slip into a defocusing part of the wake, where it then breaks apart. This process saturates the instabilities. While saturation occurs at different s values for different parts of the beam, its effect is obvious in the drop in stopping power after the peaks in Fig. 1 . The effect of this saturation process in beams large enough to filament is unclear. Once a bunch breaks apart in one filament, its constituent electrons may move into adjacent filaments, become constituents of new bunches, and cause the stopping power to grow again.
For the large beams (case 4) with N b = 8 and 64, the stopping power peaks much later in s than for the small monoenergetic beam due to the additional time the beam requires for transverse convergence. This convergence is seen in Fig. 5 for a beam with N b = 64, where we see filaments on either side of the beam at s = 200δ sk , which have mostly merged at s = 400δ sk . In the N b = 1 and 1/8 cases, this final transverse convergence does not occur, so the stopping power peaks at a similar s to their respective small beams.
A second peak in stopping power occurs around s = 1300δ sk for the small monoenergetic beam with N b = 64, which is caused by four bunches at the same ξ forming at the very front of the beam. These bunches are arranged in a square pattern but rotated relative to the initial square cross-section of the beam. The bunching forces are weakest at the front of the beam, causing those bunches to form later. This second peak appears down to N b = 1 in monoenergetic small-beam simulations with p z = 10m e c, but is caused by a bunch that forms further back in the beam [18] . These four bunches are also clear evidence of filamentation, but it does not spread backwards in the beam because the streaming-like instabilities have already saturated there and the beam has diffused transversely. We do not see the filamentation limitation in other small-beam simulations, likely due to the limited transverse size of the beams. The beam with a 1 MeV temperature does not have this peak due to the density in the bunch reaching a lower peak level, ≈ 0.1n e vs. ≈ 0.27n e for the monoenergetic beam. The beam with 1 MeV temperature also does not filament.
Discussion:
The correlated stopping enhancement is more pronounced at lower plasma densities than the extreme 450 g cm −3 considered here. Short-pulse lasers generally produce electron beams with n b ∼ n c at background densities n e n c . For the typical short-pulse laser wavelength λ = 1 µm, our runs with N b = 1/8 correspond to n b ≈ n c and n e ≈ 10 5 n c . Typical values at the absorption region of n b = n e = n c give extremely high correlation: N b = 4.5 × 10 6 . The same beam in a solid density target with n e = 100n c also has very high correlation: N b = 4500. Collisional stopping may be greatly enhanced in these conditions due to correlation effects.
Our simulations demonstrate that correlation effects can significantly enhance electron beam stopping in HED plasmas. We observe the stopping power increase to 1200× the single-electron value for beams with N b = 64. As the beam density decreases, discrete particle-wake interactions become more important, and the fluid approximation breaks down. All our simulations indicate that beam-plasma-like instabilities lead to an increase in stopping power for N b ≥ 1/8. Ignoring the coherent interactions of discrete particle wakes and the related selffocusing, filamentation, and beam-plasma-like instability leaves out important factors in the stopping power. In particular, because correlated stopping increases with N b ∝ n −3/2 e , it may make FI feasible at lower core densities than currently envisaged. Future work should determine the effects of background temperature, beam divergence, angular scattering, and energy spread, and employ fully electromagnetic codes.
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